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Economic & Ecological
Benefits from Social Order Bison
Introduction
As herd managers how can we combine E & E? How do we, as stewards of the land and
the animals on this land meet both “wild” and domestic needs? Like it or not, most bison
today, whether on public or private property, have to generate money. The dominate
perception in environmental and agricultural communities is that to make money we have
to compromise the environment. At Tall Grass Bison, a for-profit ranch, we contend
economic objectives can not be achieved without ecological health. This is because social
order bison herds become very dysfunctional with compromised systems.
What is a “social order” bison? Is it a new concept? The answer is today’s bison
structural needs are no different than how all bison organized themselves Pre Whiteman.
It is THE animal of nature and one we should be ashamed of for not remembering or
recognizing their needs. This animal was known as such to all Plains hunter- gatherers, as
well as the White buffalo hunters who wiped this animal out. If we remembered what
these people knew as fact, we would be looking at this animal in an entirely different
way.
To take the time to “dissect” bison means we soon realize all herd animals used multiples
of cohesive, blood related structural components to expand or contract their overall
population to match the surroundings around them. The core component size stays the
same. Thus, nature’s herds can have functional ecological interaction, whether they
occupied lands the size of Yellowstone or a ranch of 1000 acres.
To change management from multiples of individuals, as ranchers do (aka “population
densities” for wildlife biologists), to one of extended family social structure may seem
daunting. Yes, there is the option of just letting them form up on their own. But even
Yellowstone has finite boundaries and bison “growing pains”. Government Refuges and
private herd managers need to know more.
Fortunately there are study guides and all it takes is to look in the mirror to find one. It
might help to look a bit further back, however, before the times of artificial families and
artificial support systems. The most authentic study guide happens to be a look at the
structure of hunter-gatherer indigenous peoples. A quick look shows them to be one and
the same: core blood related families, extended families, spin off satellite families and
territories to defend. In fact Native Americans recognized this similarity so readily they
would send bison ‘experts” into these herds to look for answers when they had
infrastructure problems in their own tribe.
Thus management for Nature’s bison becomes a study of people organization.
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Pristine ecological interaction.

A closed environment but the principles of nature are the same
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“Fear” is not the same thing as “wild” and “function” is not
dependent on this fear.
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This structure is the key to ecological and economic
sustainability. It has been a constant for eons of time for all
herd animals.
Three hundred seems to be the maximum for interactive
recognition whether it is bison, elk, elephants or humans.
“In the past buffalo lived most of their lives in small herds, 20300 animals in a group” Head, Hides & Horns, Larry Barnsness

No matter how many bison we have in this country, can there
be any true restoration without considering the family and
cultural make-up that bison depended on for its very survival
as a species?

No bonding means no ecological substance.
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We talk of bison, but what is seen applies to all herd animals,
whether it is Cape Buffalo or Elephants. If one doesn’t see this
in private or public herds of 300 or more, then you know you
have herds with compromised structure.

If Yellowstone only recognized the blood relation extended
families in their herds, management for disease, population
egress and handling facility design would be approached
differently than it is now.

Emotions like “loyalty” have evolved as part of family
makeup. The demand for or the expectation of receiving
Loyalty in non-functional groupings, such as corporations and
government, can not and will not work because it will not cross
over. Loyalty is just “there”. Common cause, on the other hand
can extend beyond the boundaries of family ties. Thus we can
gain knowledge of peoples and herd animals to artificial family
entities.
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It is all reproducible at whatever level of infrastructure.
However, if there is disruption in family cohesiveness such as
weaning, dividing off into age groups, “culling” males and
females before they even reach midlife, there is little learning
from ancestors.

The efficient extended families of hunter - gatherers I see in
what is left of Yellowstone’s undisturbed bison. Can you pick
out where the “leader” is?

The only difference I see between Indigenous camps and bison
camps is that bison do not carry shelter with them. The tepees
are clumped in family units, the same as these bison families.

The hunter-gatherer peoples recognized the similarities and
therefore utilized animal infrastructure to solve problems
within their own tribes (herds). We would do well today to do
the same…if only there were functional herds left to study.
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The clan and band structure of multiple herds in Hayden
Valley are seen being duplicated in historical paintings of
Native American villages.

A very exciting and eye pleasing scene. It can not be
duplicated with dysfunctional herds even if a person had
30,000 animals on one ranch. Only herd infrastructure can give
this picture.

How can we not see shattering of bison families has the same
effect as that of humans being sold as individuals … if we
realize these animals utilize the same structure?
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Roles mean emotions. Acknowledging family means
individuals have roles. Put these two together and it means
there is an emotional component to these herds that cannot be
ignored.

There is a lot more written history concerning make up of
extended family indigenous peoples than that of bison. Thus, to
find the answers to nature’s bison we need to search no further
than how indigenous peoples lived. For example, to see how
satellite herds split off from the main group, we can read how
Native Americans formed new bands.

It would have been counter productive for bison to be any other
than environmentally compatible if they were to flourish as a
species. Knowing that bison have the same extended social
families as humans, allows us to become respectful of other life
on our planet. But with respect comes conscience and this
means we have no other choice than to honor the animals we
eat. If we believe nature is most efficient we can use this
knowledge of social order, which is the key to nature’s
efficiency, and apply it to private enterprise.
It should make no difference whether it is Yellowstone’s
“wild” herds or private producers “domesticated” herds. Both
can graze with the same efficiency as long as we allow them to
develop and maintain the same herd structure as their
ancestors.
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Social herds mean ecological compatible lands because the
animals composing these herds eat and thus recycle nutrients
and seeds from many more species of plants. The larger
numbers of males in these herds also means coarser vegetation
is cropped. This translates into new green growth then
available to the matriarchal components. Because TGB’s bison
families, in wanting to stay away from mass used areas (water
holes), move to high ground for rest instead of in riparian
zones, higher percentages of nutrients are recycled on the land.

Six different groups from the 400 Tall Grass Bison animals
maintain separate identities on this 320 acre pasture.

Just as Omnivores eat meat instinctively but need training to
identify edibles in the plant community, Herbivores can eat
grass but need training to learn what broad leaves or parts of
them, they can eat. Knowledge of this by your animals means
mineral and protein supplements are significantly reduced.
What is seen above with mixed age and sex bison has
tremendous impact for efficient use of graze on functioning
ecological systems. Most of today’s bison herds, being socially
dysfunctional, would be classified more as “Grassivores” than
Herbivores.
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Another important aspect of nature’s efficient grazing is that
related individuals like to stay close together. Range Science’s
perpetual dilemma of grazing animals, “Eating the best and
leaving the rest.” does not occur when animals want to stay
close to a cousin, mother or grandmother. With social order
herds, one gets Management Intensive Grazing without fences.
Dysfunctional herds can “pod” together because of fear or
biting insects, but groupings formed under these conditions are
not sustainable. Think of refuge camps and the dysfunctional
social systems in these camps and one has an idea what many
of today’s herds are.
With bison having extended families as imperative to species
success, to suddenly take this away in the last 150 years means
that most of today’s public and private herds are composed of
dysfunctional individuals. Thus, chronic stress is inherent in
all of these animals. Could this be why Indigenous peoples’
historically documented preference for front quarters from
nutritionally dense and mature animals is no longer as
appealing of an option with the tight muscles (tough meat) seen
in today’s chronically stressed animals?

While people know varied diet in the animals we eat means
healthier bodies. it is not the only factor. We at Tall Grass
Bison also specifically choose mature animals for our active
customers. We are able to do so because our family social
order herds have less stress.
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The USDA has it backwards. Why would we place flavor so
low on our scale of what is important, especially when we
realize flavor equals nutrition? Perhaps the bias towards
tenderness was created because that was the only characteristic
available once the commercial ag industry dumbed down our
meat to the point of tastelessness.

To harvest a whole family meant infrastructure was not
shattered in other families. Thus ecological systems were not
compromised.
A human analogy would be to ask if it were better to disrupt
the infrastructure in three towns or take out one town and leave
the other two intact. The answer is obvious.

We do not mean to imply one segment of a herd is better than
another. Our primary market, active adults that need the energy
and power of aged meat from mature animals, means we
butcher mostly mature animals (5-20 years of age). This is not
“new” thinking. To quote the bible of all cook books,
“The best meat, especially for roasts, comes from 5-6 year olds
grass fatten oxen. Younger oxen, belonging to an early
maturing breed, give, at least in France, more tender but less
palatable meat.” Larousse Gastronomique
Just as the Indians used Pounds and Jumps to harvest bison
families, it is much easier to sort out a family group for
butchering than it is to sort out the same number of individuals
from the entire herd. It is also much less stressful on the
remaining herd.
On the male side, half of the bulls can be harvested. This
replicates the higher mortality rates of males in the wild.
“Culls” of social order groups are spun to the outside thus
making identification of individuals easy for removal
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This is what our ancestors saw and it is the key to economic
and ecological viability. Harvest one of the Satellite Groups
and leave the core Power Group.

Bull groups isolate themselves from the hectic day care center activities of
the matriarchal components. Thus, they move easily to different pastures
well away from the main herd. At Tall Grass we put these groups in
holding pastures, then use their curiosity to shoot them one at a time. We
open a gate they have never been through. First one to saunter through
wins the prize so to speak. None of the others know what happened to
“Ralph”. Native American hunts focused on matriarchal satellite groups.
They killed the group as a whole, with surrounds, impoundments, and
buffalo jumps. The varied ages of these satellite groups best met the
nutritional needs of the tribe

Recipe for disaster. This corral is no different that any public
bison corral that I have seen. Bison are forced ahead, which
goes against their very nature. Would we not resist being
pushed into an obvious dead end alley?
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No working corral should have more than five animals in it at
one time. Yellowstone tried to save money by combining the
sorting and working area. There are no holding pens away from
the “action” to place the stressed animals seen in the pictures.

Notice the concerted effort of this bison family to stay away
from the sides of the bridge.

To duplicate the behaviors needs seen in Yellowstone’s bison we
give our animals 24 foot wide alleys, 80 foot turn-arounds at each
end and a 40 foot tub. In two days, we loaded 10 trailers with 100
animals in 2 ½ hours. No more than three to five bison were moved
from the sorting areas and through the working corrals at any time.
None had previously been worked in corrals. There were no injuries,
such as gorings, peeled off hides, and broken horns. None saw a
human being as they trotted from the sorting area 150 yards away to
being closed in the tub.
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The shorter the confining tunnel, the less anxiety the corralled
animals will have. There always has to be an “out” (cavern)
built in for them for a corral to be successful. Think of the
movies where the chased person runs down an alley only to
find a wall at the other end. He runs back looking for an
unlocked door. Then there appears an open doorway. Relief is
in the mind of the fleeing person, the same as in the mind of a
buffalo. The only thing is our corral has a trap (40’ diameter
tub) past this door.

To understand bison we need to understand the emotions and
fears of humans. For bison, wanting to go back to safety is no
different than humans wanting to retreat to familiar
surroundings. Notice no scrape marks on the walls or gates.
This is because they never stray from the middle three feet of
“alleyway”.

To start from scratch as we did means income will be limited.
The second option will not be as efficient. But one has a source
of income during the transition. Either of the first two methods
will take the same amount of time. But the time involved (1215 yrs) is no different than for a beef producer establishing his
own pure bred “line”. The third method allows one to be 12-15
years ahead of the game. These options are applicable for both
pubic and private herds.
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The lower herd may have beautiful surroundings but it is a herd
only skin deep. The one in the top photo is multigenerational
and full of vitality. Why have a shell of a herd when they can
offer us so much more? A functional herd has everything that it
needs to take care of itself. If we let them, they can even offer
us something in return. A view into a life style that we have
lost in our drive to become civilized.

Now this is stirring vitality!!
Note the well used bison path and the older steep cattle path to
the right. Functional families mean responsibilities to the old
and young. This translates into taking a slope at moderate
climb so everyone moves with least exertion instead of being
the first on the mountain. Note also the sole adolescent cutting
corners above the old trail. Not bad disciple for 400 hundred
animals.

Not only can we restore the physical herd, but we can also
restore the relationship all our ancestors had with its animals.
Without this we can not teach our young ones respect for all
living things.
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